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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this report is to discuss the progress of the Final Year Project of the 
topic Design and Implementation of Unmanned Ground Vehicle (Movement 
Control). The main objective of the project is to build a movement control device 
that can control the movement of the Unmanned Ground Vehicle. The Unmanned 
Ground Vehicle operates by receiving instruction from human in a remote location 
via Radio Frequency (RF) communication channel. The movement will be 
determined by the direction of rotation of the motor inside the Unmanned Ground 
Vehicle. The project made use of RF transmitter and receiver modules, encoder, 
decoder, and microcontroller. C codes for both RF transmitter and receiver modules 
have been develop using PICC Compiler software. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
Unmanned vehicles is a type of mobile robots that are used to assist human in 
doing specific tasks that are either out of human capabilities or too dangerous to be 
done. These tasks range from military roles such as reconnaissance and attack, 
firefighting where human observer would be at hazard, police observation at civil 
disturbances, and reconnaissance at natural disasters. There are several types of 
unmanned vehicle, and the most common types are Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV), 
Unmanned Air Vehicle (UA V) and Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV). As the name 
suggest, UGV operates on land, UA V operates by flying, and USV operates on the 
surface of water. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
There are several autonomous vehicles and mobile robots that have been 
designed by student of the Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS. Most of these 
autonomous vehicles and mobile robots are using wheel to move, thus can operate 
nicely on a flat surface. However, problems arise when these robots encountered an 
obstacle. Most of the will usually solve this problem by avoiding the obstacle. 
However, this project incorporates chain wheel as the mean of movement, and can 
overcome small obstacle by climbing it. This feature is important in an Unmanned 
Ground Vehicle especially when the target location is located on a higher ground, while 
there is no other way to reach the target except by following the elevated ground. 
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1.3 Objective and Scope of Study 
The main objective of this Final Year Project is to design and implement an 
Unmanned Ground Vehicle. The UGV built will have the capability to climb small 
obstacles. There are two students currently working together in completing the project, 
and this report will discuss about the progress works and results of the movement 
control system of the UGV. The UGV operates by receiving instruction from human in 
a remote location via wireless communication channel. The scope of study of this 
project includes study of wireless communication channel using Radio Frequency 
modules. The main concern is to receive the correct input from the user and the 
transmitting the corresponding instructions to the UGV via the RF channel. The project 
also includes construction of controlling device for the UGV by utilizing RF transmitter 
and receiver modules. 
Final Year Project consists of two parts, which are Final Year Project Part I and 
Final Year Project Part II. They are done separately in the first and second semester of 
the Fourth Year for the Four-Year Degree Programme students. For this project, the 
Final Year Project Part I consists of research and literature review on the UGV, the 
circuitry, and the C codes for the transmitter and receiver modules, and initial design 
and component selection works. The Final Year Project Part II consists of circuit 
construction for transmitter and receiver modules, codes writing, prototype testing, and 




2.1 History of Unmanned Ground Vehicle 
The history of autonomous car started in 1977 with the Tsukuba Mechanical 
Engineering Lab in Japan. The car achieved its top speed at 30 km/h by tracking white 
street markers on a dedicated, empty street. Special hardware was required, since the 
commercial computers were much slower than they are today. In 1980s, the world's 
first real robot car was built by Ernst Dickmanns and his team at Univ. Bundeswehr 
Munich by using saccadic vision, probabilistic approaches such as Kalman filters, and 
parallel computers [1]. Their vision-guided Mercedes-Benz robot van achieved 96 km/h 
on an empty street. In 1980's, Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA)-
funded Autonomous Land Vehicle in the United States achieved the first road-
following demonstration that used laser radar, computer vision, and autonomous 
robotic control to control a driverless up to 30 km/h. 
In 1994, Daimler-Benz and Ernst Dickmanns ofUniBwM produces autonomous 
vision-based "VaMP" Mercedes 500 SEL. The car drives in Paris three-lane highway in 
a standard heavy traffic at up to 130 kmlh, automatically passing slower cars in the left 
lane. Although it is semi-autonomously controlled with huma intervention, it shows the 
capability of autonomous driving in free lanes, convoy driving, and lane changes left 
and right [I]. 
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Figure 2.1: "VaMP" Mercedes 500 SEL [I] 
In 1995, Dickmanns' re-engineered autonomous S-Ciass Mercedes-Benz took 
1678 km trip from Munich in Bavaria to Copenhagen in Denmark and back, using 
saccadic computer vision and transputer to react in real time. The car drives at speed up 
to 180 km/h on the German Autobahn, with 95% of autonomous driving, passing other 
cars in standard traffic [ 1]. 
Figure 2.2: S-CI ass Mercedes-Benz [I] 
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In 1995, the Carnegie Mellon University Navlab project achieved 98.2% of 
autonomous driving on a 5000 km "No hands across America" trip. The car is semi-
autonomous, as it uses neural networks to control the steering wheel, and human is 
needed to control the throttle and brakes. 
Figure 2.3: Car used in ''No hands across America" trip [I] 
From these great achievements, more and more projects are conducted to 
improve the technology of autonomous cars. Most of cars nowadays are equipped with 
devices such as Global Positioning System (GPS) to show detailed maps and locations 
to drivers. The autonomous cars and mobile robots used these technologies combined 
with pattern recognizing other cars, trees, shadows and identifying obstacles to provide 
data to the computer that will control the robots. 
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Unmanned Ground Vehicle is a type of autonomous car. UGV can generally be 
divided into two classes; teleoperated and autonomous. Teleoperated UGV is controlled 
by a human from remote location via communication linlc It can be used to do 
dangerous tasks such as disabling bombs and explosives. An autonomous UGV 
operated by collecting feedbacks from surrounding and acts accordingly based on how 
it is programmed. A fully autonomous vehicle has the ability to: 
• Gain information about the environment 
• Work for extended durations without human intervention 
• Travel from point A to point B without human navigation assistance 
• Avoid situations that are harmful to people, property or itself 
• Repair itself without outside assistance 
• Detect objects of interest such as people and vehicle 
2.2 Transmission Channel 
For this project, there are three main communication channels that can be 
utilized to control the Unmanned Ground Vehicle. The first method of control is by 
using a wired media to directly connect the controller with the UGV. The other two 
methods which are Infrared and Radio Frequency employs wireless channel to transmit 
signal from the controller to the UGV. Table 2.1 listed the methods and the advantages 
and disadvantages of each method. 
Table 2.1: Comparison between Transmission Methods 
Method Advantage Disadvantage 
Wired Transmission The cheapest method The distance between the 
Immune to radio interference control unit and the UGV is 
limited 
Infrared Flexible distance Line-of-sight transmission 
Transmission Consume less power than Signal can be obstructed by 
Radio Frequency objects and walls 
Radio Frequency Flexible distance Consume more power than 
Transmission Signal broadcasted can go to Infrared 
all direction 
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The most cost-saving method is by using wire as the transmission media. This 
method requires several wires to be connected directly from the controller to the UGV 
to transmit the signals required for controlling the UGV. The shortcoming of this 
method is its maximum distance is fixed to the length of the wires connecting the 
controller to the UGV. 
The second method uses Infrared to transmit signals from the controller to the 
UGV. The method has an advantage over wired communication channel in terms of the 
flexibility of its distance. The maximum distance of IR signal for common appliances 
such as remote controller for television is 3 to 5 meters. The shortcoming of this 
method of transmission is its line-of-sight transmission that needs the controller to be 
pointed directly to the UGV to be able to control it. The signal transmission can also be 
easily obstructed by objects and walls. 
The final method of signal transmission is by using Radio Frequency. The 
method has the advantage over the wired transmission in its flexibility of maximum 
distance. The signal broadcasted in all direction, thus eliminating the need for the 
controller to be pointed at the UGV to control it. The shortcoming of this method is it 
power consumption that is slightly higher than the Infrared transmission. 
Weighing the importance of the flexibility of distance and proper house-
keeping, the wired transmission is eliminated from the list. RF transmission is chosen 
instead of IR transmission as its flexibility and superiority in wireless transmission. 
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2.3 Radio Frequency 
A radio wave is an electromagnetic wave propagated by an antenna. Radio 
waves have different frequency, and by tuning a radio receiver to a specific frequency 
one can pick up a specific signal. A Radio Frequency is a frequency or rate of 
oscillation within the range of about 3 Hz to 300 GHz. Many wireless technologies are 
based on RF field propagation. When an RF current is supplied to an antenna, an 
electromagnetic field is created that then is able to propagate through space. To provide 
the RF transmission, RF transmitter and receiver modules used to allow the 
implementation of data link at speed. As for this project, the transmission process will 
utilize the Amplitude-shift keying (ASK) method. ASK is a form of modulation that 
represents digital data as various in the amplitude of a carrier wave. 
2.3.1 TLP-434A RF Transmitter 
The RF transmitter module used in this circuit is TLP-434A. This unit 
operating range is 2- 12V. The transmitter uses Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) 
method to modulate data received from binary 12 bit encoder, HT12E. The 
transmitter operates on three transmission frequency, 315, 418, and 433.92 
MHz. Figure 2.4 shows the transmitter module and the pin connection of the 
module. The datasheet of this RF transmitter can be found in APPENDIX A. 
l.O.::hnm 
-
pin 1: GND 
pJn 2 : Data In 
pin 3: Vee 
pin 4 : Antenna ( RF output J 
Figure 2.4: TLP-434A RF Transmitter [2] 
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2.3.2 RLP-434A RF Receiver 
The RF receiver module used in this circuit is RLP-434A. This unit 
operating range is 3.3 - 6V. This receiver uses Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) 
method to demodulate data received from RF transmitter, TLP-434A. The 
transmitter operates on three transmission frequency, 315, 418, and 433.92 
MHz. Figure 2.5 shows the receiver module and pin connection for the module. 
The datasheet of this RF RECEIVER can be found in APPENDIX A. 
43.41~-
... _n • ' . :1.0.5- :2".7:2- • ' . ' . 
pin 1; Gnd 
pin 2 : Dlgltel Data Output 
pin 3 : Llnet~r Output /Teet 
pin .4: Vee 
pin 6: Vee 
pine: Gnd 
pin 7: Gnd 
pin B : Antenna 
Modulation : ASK 
Prequenc:v 3111, 4111 •nd 433.82 Mhz supply vollage: 3.3. 6.0 vee 
Output : Digital & L..lnear 
Figure 2.5: RLP-434A RF Receiver [2] 
2.3.3 HT -12E 12-bit Encoder 
Before transmitting data to the RF transmitter, TLP-434A, a 12 bit 
encoder, HT12E, is used to encode data obtained from the microcontroller. 
HT12E is capable of encoding information consists of 8 address bits and 4 data 
bits. While data pins are used for receiving data from input source, address pins 
are mainly used for the security purpose of transmitting the data. The encoded 
data will be transmitted through transmission medium such as wired, Radio 
Frequency or Infrared, upon receipt trigger signal. The datasheet of this RF 












Figure 2.6: HT12E 12 bit Encoder [3] 
2.3.4 HT -12D 12-bit Decoder 
HT12D decoder is used to convert serial data received from RLP-434A 
to several parallel data. HT12D is capable on encoding 8 address bits and 4 data 
bits received from RLP-434A. This decoder will compare the serial input data 
three times continuously with its local addresses. If no error or unmatched codes 
are found, the input data codes are decoded and sent to the output pins. The 
datasheet of this RF transmitter can be found in APPENDIX C. 
1>!0 1 '--' 18 VDD 
A1 2 17 VT 
A2 3 16 OSC1 
A3 4 15 OSC2 
A4 5 14 DIN 
AS 6 13 D11 
AS 7 12 D1G 
A7 e. 11 D9 
vss 9 10 DB 
HT12D 
-18DIP 
Figure 2.7: HT12D 12 bit Decoder [4] 
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2.4 Oscillation Frequency Calculation 
To ensure the data is encoded properly, a suitable Oscillation Resistor CRose) 
should be selected based on the voltage supplied to the encoders and decoders. The 
formula in determining the suitable value of Rose is written in both of the encoder and 
decoder datasheet as 
losCD (HT12D decoder) = 50 IoseE (HT12E encoder) [3] 
where losCD if the oscillation frequency of the decoder and IoseE IS the 
oscillation frequency of the encoder. 
2 .>Xt i 
l 
1 _IX! i 
l 
L .• ,-----~---------------·-··-··--·---
.u "" 10 11 12 IC> 'P/co~VOC_I 
Figure 2.8: Graph of Oscillator Frequency versus Supply Voltage for HTI2E [3] 
II 





--~---· - .;o2o""JI.; 
;;,-:;;:.' 
' 4 ' 
Figure 2.9: Graph of Oscillator Frequency versus Supply Voltage for HT12D [ 4] 
The value for suitable Rose to be used in the encoder and decoder can be 
obtained from Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9. 
Voltage supply, Vdd = 5V 
As referred to Figure 2.8; 
foscE =3khz 
RoscE = l.OMohm 
Using the formula 
fosco = 50roscE = 150khz 
As referred to Figure 2.9; 
Rosco = 5lkohm 
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2.5 PIC16F877 A Microcontroller 
PIC16F877A employs a High-Performance RISC (Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer) CPU single-cycle microcontroller equipped with 33 input/output pins 
divided into 5 ports. It has 15 interrupts, 8 Analog/Digital input channels, and 
operating frequency of 20MHz. In this project, the author uses two PIC16F877 
microcontrollers to control the transmission of data from the controller to the 
Unmanned Ground Vehicle. One of the microcontroller is responsible in managing 
input data from the user at the transmitter side, while the other one will be responsible 
to receive data from the transmitter at the receiver and then transmitted them to the 
Unmanned Ground Vehicle. The datasheet of this RF transmitter can be found m 
APPENDIX D. 
'Me LA!VPI" ______._ 
~--~~ ---~~o~-~~~~~~ 
1 40 ---- AB7lPGO 
RAO/ANO- 2 39 
-
ABG/PGC 
RA1/AN1---- 3 38 
---- AB5 
RA2/AN2..VREF·/CVREF - 4 37 .. ) --- RB4 
AA3/AN3!VI-ti;;F+ .._ 5 36 - AB3/PGM 
RA4/TOCKI/C10UT---- 6 35 
-- AB2 
RA5/AN4/SS!C20UT ---- 7 ~ 34 -RBI AEO/ADlAN5 - 8 33 - ABO/INT 
RE1/WRIAN6---- 9 ~ 32 ---······· Voo AE2/CSIAN7- 10 .... 31 
------ Vss 
Voo- 11 ... 30 ~~·~ .. RD7/PSP7 
Vss- 12 ll 29 ... _, __ ._ ROG!PSPG 
... 
OSC1/CLKI .. ~--- 13 ~ 28 .,.._,_.,. R05iPSf'5 
OSC2/CLKO -- 14 ~ 27 - R04o'PSP4 RCOiT10SOJT1CKI- 15 26 
-
RC71AX!OT 
AC1/T10SI!CCP2---- 16 25 ---- AC6/TX.1CK 
AC2/CCP1- 17 24 ---- AC5/SDO 
RC3/SCK/SCL - 18 23 --- AC4/SOIISOA 
RDO!PSPO- 19 22 - R03/PSP3 
RD1.1PSP1- 20 21 --- AD2/PSP2 
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Figure 3 .I: Project Flow Chart 
Final Year Project consists of two parts. which are Final Year Project Part I and 
Final Year Project Part II. The first part of the project commences during the first 
semester of the Fourth Year, and the second part commences during the second 
semester of the Fourth Year. Project works are divided among these two semesters. The 
first part mainly consists of research and literature review of the project, while the 
second part mainly consists of construction and testing of the prototype. 
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3.2 System Flow 
System Activated I 
+ 




Transmit data to 12-bit encoder 
~ 




Figure 3.2: System Flow at the Transmitter 
The transmitter module will start up upon turning on of the power supply. Then, 
the microcontroller will read inputs from the keypad. Based on these inputs, the 
microcontroller will transmit data to the 12-bit decoder, HT-12E to be encoded. The 
encoded data will then be transmitted to the RF transmitter, TLP-434A. The RF 
transmitter will modulate the 12-bit encoded data from HT -12E using ASK and it will 















Transmit data to Microcontroller 
i 
Transmit data to motor 
Figure 3.3: System Flow at the Receiver 
The receiver module will start up upon turning on of the power supply. Then the 
RF receiver, RLP-434A will try to capture any signal broadcasted on 315, 41, and 
433.92 MHz frequencies. It will then demodulate any information received and transmit 
them to the 12-bit decoder, HT -12D. The decoder will then verify the address of the 
received data as for security purposes. It will then compare the data received 3 times to 
check for errors and inconsistencies. Upon confirming the correctness of the data, it 
will then transmit the decoded data to the PIC 16F877 A microcontroller at the 
Unmanned Ground Vehicle body. Then, the microcontroller will instruct the motors to 
move according to the data received from the decoder. 
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3.3 Part Division 
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
' Radio Frequency 
~------------------------------------------, 
Channel 
I Transmitter Module ~========================= 
• TLP-434A RF 
Transmitter 





j Receiver Module 1 
• RLP-434ARF 
Receiver 















Structure and UGV 
Body Movement 
~------------------------------------------2 
Figure 3.4: Part Division between Movement Control and Structure and UGV Body Movement 
The Final Year Project titled Design and Implementation of Unmanned Ground Vehicle is assigned to two students, Muhanunad 
Nazri bin Arifuddin (matric no. 5752) and Syed Qamarul Hidayat Samat (matric no. 5621). This report is presenting the Movement Control 
of the UGV, while Syed Qarnarul Hidayat's report is presenting the Structure and UGV Body Movement. 
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3.4 Tools Required 
Table 3.1: Suggested Tools for the UGV Project 
Tools category Suggested tool to be used 
Microcontroller PIC16F877A 
RF receiver TLP-434A 
RF transmitter RLP-434A 
12 bit encoder HT12E 
12 bit decoder HT12D 
Programming software • PCW C Compiler IDE version 3.219 




RESULT & DISCUSSION 
4.1 Unmanned Ground Vehicle Movement Control 
This section discussed about the basic design done about the UGV movement 
control. The controlling principle of the UGV will be similar to the controlling 
principle found in a Remote Controlled (RC) Cars. This UGV will be controlled from a 
remote location by using Radio Frequency (RF) control method. There are two major 
parts in this UGV that needed to be controlled; the body movement, which are 
forward/reverse and left/right directional movement of the UGV, and the leg 
movement, which is the flipping of the UGV's legs. 
The UGV can be divided into two major parts; body and legs. The RF receiver 
module is located inside the UGV's body. The receiver module task is to receive RF 
signal from the transmitter module that consists of the user's instruction to the UGV. 
Figure 4.1 shows the UGV's body and legs. 
Figure 4.1: Body and Legs ofUGV [6] 
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There are four DC motors located inside the UGY; Motor A, Motor B, Motor C, 
and Motor D. Upon receiving the instruction from the transmitter, the receiver module 
will transmit signal to one of the motors. Figure 4.2 shows the location of the motors 
inside the UGY. 
Location of Motor A 
Location of Motor C Location of Motor D 
Location of Motor B 
Figure 4.2: Location of Motors in the UGY [6] 
The first two motors, Motor A and Motor B, are used to control the movement 
direction of the UGY body. The combination of the rotation of these motor determines 
whether the UGV moves forward, backward, or turns left or right. The other two 
motors, Motor C and Motor D, are used to control the movement of the UGY's legs. 
The UGY's legs will flip to ensure that the UGV can climb an obstacle. 
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4.2 Controller 
The controller uses the RF transmitter module as its main core part of the 
circuit. It consists of the TLP-434A RF transmitter, HT -12E 12-bit Encoder, and 
PIC 16F877 A Microcontroller ICs. These devices will read input from the user and then 
transmit then through the RF communication channel. The corresponding output 
produced and the movement of the UGV is listed out in the Table 4.1 below. 
Table 4.1: Relation between Switch Turned On, Motor Movement and Action by UGV 
Switch Turned On Motor Movement Action By UGV 
Switch 1 Motor C will rotate clockwise UGV will open leg 1 
Switch 2 Motor A and Motor B wi II rotate UGV will move forward 
clockwise 
Switch 3 Motor D will rotate clockwise UGV will open leg 2 
Switch 4 Motor B will rotate clockwise UGV will turn counter-
clockwise 
Switch 5 Motor A will rotate counter- UGV will tum clockwise 
clockwise 
Switch 6 Motor c will rotate UGV will close leg 1 
counterclockwise 
Switch 7 Motor A and Motor B will rotate UGV will move backward 
counter-clockwise 
Switch 8 Motor D will rotate counter- UGV will close leg 2 
clockwise 
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During the testing phase, LEOs was used to represent the movement of the 
motor movement. Table 4.2 shows the corresponding LED combinations both at the 
transmitter and the receiver modules. 
Table 4.2: LED Combinations at the Transmitter and Receiver Modules 
Switch LED at the Transmitter Module LED at the Receiver Module 
Turned 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 I 
On 
Switch 1 OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON 
Switch 2 OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF 
Switch 3 OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON ON 
Switch 4 OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF 
Switch 5 OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON 
Switch 6 OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF 
Switch 7 OFF ON ON ON OFF ON ON ON 
Switch 8 ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF 
In this testing phase, the all the LED combinations of the transmitter module is 
tally with the LED combination of the receiver module. It is important to get the same 
LED combination at both transmitter and receiver modules as to prove that data can be 
transmitted through the RF transmission channel. It also indicates that the components 
are working perfectly and are being setup in the correct way. The most important part is 
that this experiment indicates that the data transmitted is reliable and can be used to 
control the movement of the UGV. 
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4.3 Circuit Diagram 
There are two main circuits constructed in this project, Transmitter Module and 
Receiver Module. The Transmitter Module is used to gather input from the operator 
through the keypad connected to the PIC 16F877 A microcontroller and transmit the data 
via and RF transmission channel. The Receiver Module is used to receive broadcasted 
signals from the Transmitter Module and it will instruct the motors at the UGY to move 
according to the input received. 
4.3.1 Circuit of Transmitter Module 
HT-12E 12-bit 
Encoder TLP-434A RF 
Transmitter 
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Figure 4.3: Circuit Diagram of Transmitter Module 
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The Transmitter Module uses PIC 16F877 A microcontroller as the main 
controlling unit. The microcontroller will received input from the operator via 
the switches and then will transmit them to the HT -12E 12-bit encoder. This 
encoder will encode the data received from the microcontroller and then 
transmit them to the TLP-434A RF transmitter which will modulate them using 
ASK. The modulated data will then be broadcasted via RF transmission 
channel. 
4.3.2 Circuit of Receiver Module 
HT -12D 12-bit 
Decoder RLP-434A RF 
Receiver 
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~ F:-Vss i-----1 ~t=""l r:- ;;. f-
rF-' -
4MHz Crystal Output 
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Figure 4.4: Circuit Diagram of Receiver Module 
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The Receiver Module uses PIC 16F877 A microcontroller as the main 
microcontroller. It receives processed data from the RF receiver and 12-bit 
decoder before giving instructions to the motors at the UGV. RLP-434A RF 
transmitter will receive broadcasted data from the Transmitter Module. It will 
then demodulate the using ASK before transmitting to the HT -120 12-bit 
decoder. The decoder will decode the data and transmit them to the 
microcontroller. The controller will then give instructions to the motors at the 
UGV as per the data received. 
4.4 Transmitter and Receiver Circuit Using Breadboard 
At the initial stage of constructing the circuits, the circuit was built on top of a 
breadboard. Breadboard was chosen simple because of simplicity and flexibility to 
readjust the circuit without consuming too much time. The breadboard also allows an 
easier troubleshooting of the circuit, and ensures that the soldered circuit later has the 
correct settings and equipment placement based on the circuit built on the breadboard. 
Figure 4.5 shows the transmitter circuit built on a breadboard. 







Output (LED 1 -
LED4) 




In this circuit, 5V DC was used as the input source of the microcontroller. The 
output of the microcontroller came from port B and was fed to the 12-bit encoder. 
There are 4 LED that were used to indicate the output of the microcontroller, LED 1 to 
LED4. The encoded data in then transmitted to the RF Transmitter before broadcasted 
through RF transmission channel. 
To intercept the broadcasted signal, the recetver module was built on a 







Output (LED I -
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In this circuit, the input comes from the RF Receiver serial output port. The RF 
receiver will intercept broadcasted signal by the RF transmitter, and will transmit the 
data to the 12-bit decoder. The decoder will decode the serial output from the RF 
receiver and will transmit the decoded signal through port D8 to D II. The 
corresponding LED will turn on indicating signal is successfully transmitted through 
RF channel. The LED combination of the receiver circuit was then compared with the 
LED combination of the RF transmitter. The data has been transmitted successfully 
when both LED combinations tally with each other. This initial experiment has 
successfully transmitted data at the range of 15 meters. 
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Figure 4.7: Transmitter and Receiver Circuits on PCB 
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Printed Circuit Board (PCB) is a type of board that is commonly used in 
electronics field. It is used to mechanically support and electrically connect electronic 
components using conductive pathways from copper sheet laminated onto a non-
conductive substrate. 
The circuit mounted on a PCB fetches input from user from the switches. The 
major advantage of using PCB compare to breadboard is the components can be placed 
in more compact arrangements, as it provides custom pathways for the components to 
connect to each other. The other advantage is the connection on a PCB is permanent, 
and it is more suitable to be used for a completed circuit. 
In this project, the software used to generate layout to be used in fabricating the 
PCB is the Easily Applicable Graphical Layout Editor (EAGLE) version 4.13 Light 
Edition for Windows. Figure 4.8 shows the EAGLE version 4.13 Light Edition for 
Windows. 
- ~ - -- -- -- - - -~ - - - - - - - - -
( "''''' I r>,.nf'! I fll ,1 I ~ 1 ~ I ~ht - t:l '5r 
""'"" 
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+ CAM Jobs CAM Processor Jobs 
- ProJect• ProJect Folder 
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wmpte Ftles for the T utonal 
( ) 
C: tprogram Fdes\EAGLE-4. 13\projects\examples 
Tha folder cortllll1t subtol~ ~\toich conta·n example 
pro~· 
Figure 4.8: EAGLE version 4.13 Light Edition for Windows 
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4.6 PIC Programming 
PIC Microcontrollers need codes written for them to be able to function 
properly. This project uses C language as the programming language to be used in 
generating the codes for the microcontroller. There are several software that utilizes C 
programming language in burning the microcontroller. The software that are used in 
this project is PCW C Compiler IDE version 3.219. Figure 4.9 shows the screenshot of 
PCW C Compiler IDE version 3.219. 
P(W ( ( ompllt·r IDf _ Lj ~ 
File Project Edit Options Compie Vew T oob Debug H~ 
Ll~ ~~-~ ~ Microchip 14 bit v LJ'(S I 
















20:20 aaa aaa 
Figure 4.9: PCW C Compiler IDE version 3.219 
The dummy and full codes for both RF transmitter and receiver modules can be 
found in the APPENDIX E, APPENDIX F, APPENDIX G, and APPENDIX H. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 
The objective of this project is to design and implement an Unmanned Ground 
Vehicle. The Unmanned Ground Vehicle built uses chain wheel to move and has a 
capability of climbing. It operates by receiving instruction from human in a remote 
place via Radio Frequency transmission channel. 
The project started with research and literature review of Unmanned Ground 
Vehicle. The literature review of Codes and circuit was done after conducting research 
of the Unmanned Ground Vehicle. The circuit has been constructed and the codes 
needed to run the circuit has been written. Circuit testing is done by writing a dummy 
codes that will tum on LEOs when the correct signal is received. 
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::ad-e=:i afl!i· thtn LTll.n-slktt~ t.:1 t'~ autput pi.n;;, 
Tht \-"T pin al:~~:1 .!!"Jtil hlgb l.tt imiitttl.t! .u. vali-d 
ttJLmunis:lli.:.~n. 
'I'he ·212 ~M :,f,tkc:dru ar-e ~p~thle ~•fi~ttmi:• 
ing ·inf:Jrrlui:han=r thllt -:.mmist ·:Jf X hit~~ ,-u u..:i-.. 
:irus &n-ll:t'"!I.'X hi"Lll nf d:au .. -or this sttrie,;, -Lh~ 
H1'12:fi is -lltt.llt:IS~ l'.J p-r!iYi-d-1! K ai·:ifltss hiLs 
and 4d&t.a hi~, u.n:~ HTl-:LF :l1 ·t.nlltd: t.:-.d:e'-'!lli~ 12 
hllll :if .11.-:i:it~ss inf:•rmft:i.bn. 
0 .»cil i.dt-ur Trljft(~r (.Jauklltft!' 
··""'~~-·-· 
RC -:J£.<iilit.L:1t [i:N ~~.~~i~ "Hi' 1~ O!P.'lf:;,SOI' 
RC r.lS".:i l!H.L:I r U.i.N it.!!Li.v-e 'Hi •· I~ O!PIV.; SOP 
X:1t9: DaiJL t,Yi)e: Lst.-llll:ia .far lat.:h ·type :itLtu. :u.aput. 
VT .i.::litl be ·1J5e:i U.=r am:JI111!tllu.ry .zi.a!Jl.:Iutpul. 










212 Series of Decoders 
12-A~:hlran 
a~OM:a 
















APPENDIX C: HT-12D DATASHEET (CONT.) 
212 Series of Decoders 
Pin Description 
[Jln No.mt!! L'O lnl.t::rnol lJ~t-riptiun Cu nn-et:liu n 
X~!t1S [npul pillS n.r u.Hr~.,. .-\::• .... All SI!Ll.ing A::• ... All 
' 
'!FtA."'\B!ltrSSIOX 
GATE 'Y'~y ·:.:a.r.1 h~ 9-t~rnu.lly .:~t:11:1 VDD .ar VSS. 
~ ... [}n 0 c ~ws on Outpul ~~lll.a pin11 
ux ' C~!OS :X !hrial =.aa lnpul pin 
-
VT 0 C)!OS Ol"T Vuli:l. tt.H.tut:1i.Mi:111, u:.:Llvl! high 
ClSCl [ OSCrLLHOR O:r..:iliii.L~rr input pin 
lllC2 0 oscru.M'OR Os::illa.L:•r :1utpu1 pin 
vss ' - X~ati.vt! p:.w·t:t .mpply::G:!\U) 
vr.m 
- -
P·:urllivt: p:1WI!t sut:Jply 





Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply V!!h,u.gt: ............................... -D.-liV L:1 l!iV 




SL:u·~:~,!!'t: ·T~mpt:raLur~:: ................. -r.,;:·~ 1.:1 12::-=c 
Gp~nd.ing Ttr:q.>t:tii.Lutt .............. -2:.•:r.~ L:1 ;;::=C 
~:1tt: 'l'hest K."N! .str-f!lil ratings -.-m·ly. Str~sts U:".!tt:i.ing tht nfl!!'t s_ptdfit:i. um!.tr '.Ab,mlute ).[a.xl• 
tl!UI1l Ratill!(s' TII.H.Y -.:11.Ust sul:oJ~LanLia.l-:!.a.rm:L,y't La tht: -d.=-vi.:t:. Fun::ti~1h11.l :1p~r.11Li:m -:d' this ::~ 
vi:.:t at ,:11ht!.r '-<:Jh·:Htbns l)ty:m·:i lh:15t: li.st.~:i. -in the ~t:~.-ift~H:tbn 1:. mL lmplid. &n:1 prnk1n!{td 
=xp:.•ure L-:1 ~Lnmt ;::m:i.il.bns ntll.y &L!T.tr.:t :i.tv-i;:t ·rtliJ:Lbility. 






28/40/44-Pin Enhanced Flash 
Microcontrollcrs 
APPENDIX D: PIC16F877A DATASHEET (CONT.) 
~ 
MICROCHIP PIC16F87XA 
28/40/44-Pin Enhanced Flash Microcontmllers 
Davlcaa lneludod In this Data Shut: 
Pl·C~:SF!73A ~~~::::~SF!1-:A 
• PIC~·ISF8!4A • P1C~Sf!!1fo. 
Hlgh·l'llrformanea RISC CPU: 
Or.t~· 35 rf:~;.;~t·•JiC~-:: :!'·!ltr·:.tt·c:-·s t:.::.ta•'l: 
A.: 1,!'-;::r:iyt:&Jf:!lit•.;.::fo"_i &x:&:.!f::.r .;••o.;ra~ 
::.~.u:re-11, W"'!:"' .aratwc-==>¢& 
~per.at:".;: i~!-!: n-:::: - 2:·:.1 MHz e-~!< .:r.~;;.t 
t:J C-Z.:J r,s 'r,stn,;:t:C<f, -=i-z;e-
Up 1·:. -!!.Kx ~4 'NCrc:·a of Fias~ f:tro;ram Msm:.ry, 
U~to 3Ux a l:)yl&!li ofiJata M!mc~,. rRAM), 
Up-1:. 2.SS X 8 -:,·yt!!i Of EEf~ttC·M D~ta M&t:'o~}; 
• P.r!':::.l.t o:.m_pat:.!e to otr_~_r 26-~=~- -c~ 4·:j,144·::.~:;­
J-~IC~~C>::X.X:ar.d P~ ~SF.XXX~.1tar::,:o~t~:.. ~r& 
Peripheral Faaturas~ 
• r;!l-~&•-:J: S·~it fM&~.I;:::::o.o"-t&f'i/1~". !.-~:t p·e-sze.:e-~ 
T:~trf_: ':$-b,tl'fil!!,•:X.;;!'t&r 'l,'o1~- prH~if'&r, 
car: t-t;;r:-::~&!'!1!~-t~c:.r:~.; s;ee.?·~:a ~J:I!t"a·. 
cr~!ti'f~:::.::k 
• 'rd!<i: .a.:::.;t 1irMr.~:.1"1!~'1c:t~, s-:.;1 :"Ja-<:.:i 
•.e-; 'st&.-; prH!t'!-_rar:: ~SIB~ 'f.· 
• ·rw::. Ciptlirt,C·:lotl?l'i, f>'1NM m~:-;;.e-a 
Capur.e~a ~.e..:.!t. m.at. ~>tt:.\.1':.~: '!I • 2..5 '!!I 
~ C~mwa~-!-~& ';&:c.;t, 1"1\ill.. rec.:;.t::.~. ·iil,j:\_ra 
• V<NM max. -~-ta:.::.t~:". ia •,;.t.~it 
5-yr:::"ro~_Oi.t S~r<ai r•c.r~ (SSP} w;1:" SPI'T!.i 
~Mi!ll&r :no~e-)ar.: JZ:::T!-.1 fMa!I'I!~IS:t·~e) 
W:"J~e~u·' Syr.:r•or,Oli! Ai)'r-::rro!"-::.;:-s ~:e·:..·e· 
t':ar.&~l;ntr ru.S-".R'f/SCI) W-1."1 ;;.,:.ta::~n 
C'!-1&::1'-:.1'! 
f~a~a ·e-~ Sji'\'! r:o"f W§!.J- s·:-,111 w·:-e- wit~. 
s:terr,a.! 'iii3,WR :ar_.: CS-~:r1~0~t{•F.J/44-:..t or_,y) 
l:l ro;ri~ ... o~-t -::tte::t.-~1': .r:.·~~:;..vy f~.· 
li•o-~.-r,-o:;tf%-Stt -fli-OR:I 
Pre-tram Memcry 
""' D-a~l-CI SRAM EEPROM li)ota :Iii Sln-gle \VG--n:l jByt.-.:1 iBytu) I'!Utll'Ctillnl 
. !::t-!Ffl?l•\ 1.2< J.:lila 
"' 
m 
_:)iC1&Fi.7,t,..\ 72< 4Ji'll 
"' "' ~1!:13Ffl74>\ 1"-.H -iltil 









• ~-.{.I.O:t, ;;c 1::. -s..~::ha~."e: ..=o.ra·-~·to-L3 :;;.:ta·. 
O:.r:~ert-t~ iA·Il;1 
• fi•:!f/i'!'.•0;.-1 RIU!tl_l:l-OR;+ 
• Ar_a·o;. C:."'~a·ator ~l~:.:e wlt-: 
- 'l'v.~a .. a-~; ~..,.l::OI!.&f~'il 
- P.~·o;•a!1'1 ~li:i:-& ~'!'!,~:~··p v::..:ta~-1!: ~~t&rt":-!:e-
!.'i~ill) "\CI:·-..-~ 
~:r:.a-raJ;·, ~lai);t :.~-p;;t "·1oo:1,~r!Jt~~ frlil"!1 *''\!! 
ir. c-:.:1& .&." :l :r.te-r<'.;!: '>•:ti11g& !-tf!'!f'_!:fo 
c:)~n;,a~ato~ ;:.:_.1.~;..1!1 I!! -t'tl.-!r,.a,,y a:ze-n':.;e-
Special Mlcroe-ontroller Featuras: 
~ -~.:-~,';;0::0 !HU.9-i'Milt c·~'& lir".i'"·::!a F-8.5!'. 
~::.;:·a~ m&~r1 ty ~,:~; 
• /:/:lJ,ClJ':i !"i!lb.'W~1!!: :-y.Zit Llata E.EP~CM 
.f'l!~Yyt)':.:~, 
Data EEPHOM R!ttr-t:.~.-> .4ily!!:i"fl 
S.e:'f.r!o~~o-;ra1'!-l!'!'\l::t·t- ~~ :!!• &:.ft·~~·ar& ~1 r-:,·: 
I~,Mc;r!! ~itS!>•;a · P~o-;-~a~\~i "; -ru (iCSPTN) 
• s: .. ,;~.e--s;.;::,.:.yS•/ lr-. .C·.r:;;:.ot-S-J.n!i r'~::.;ra~.,i·"'d 
• V<Jat:!!_.:::.; ':';mer {I'\'L3f;··~~-t~- -:ta -:.M, o~.-:r.-p MC 
'05-:t:.:s.t::.· for r~:-:a~'-e -:.~"ati:.r 
• f'~o;~aMI"liil!<& CZ~:te ;<"·:)t&::~:·-:.~ 
• t•:>tdi•" u,•_r; s:~::;, 1"1:>.::-i 
• Sece-r;ta:.·e- ::.ae-':,,a~· ~pn:,ro-a 
• Jr_.c,-.:-~·,t ue-c~;{ICL:J :·····:a tw-:. v~s 
CMOS Taehnology: 
• L~N-~:1..,.!-r • .. .!;:!":~5;-~: F at!":EEf-'lftC"-1 
ts:r!":o'.c;y 
F;.:'.:ystat-::: -::u~~, 
'w:at,:.;.erat,::'!:,;·,;::t'la--;-e •a";e 1:2.•;:rVt~!.SV) 
~~l!!l&•::a: ar: l.",::l.&l~.a.li~lC-!rat.:•& -~at~!-1 
• :.:.ol.'·pO>t,e-~ J:~:-:.s;.;~cl';)t, 
M:UP 
ttl•hft CCP Ui.ltRT T-imlts Co-mp,ant6tl 
"•U!Hc:ll) iP'IIJ.t) Muter IHfi•t-it .. , 
'"' 5 
' 








, .. ,. .. y., 2.'1 
' 
' ' 
Ya~; Ylll. Y1111 :2.'1 
' 
APPENDIX D: PIC16F877A DATASHEET (CONT.) 
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APPENDIX E: DUMMY CODES FOR TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT 
#include <16F877A.h> 
#fuses XT,NOWDT,NOPUT,NOPROTECT 
#use DELA Y(CLOCK=4000000) 
void main() 
{ 
set_ tris _ a(Oxff); 
set_ tris _ b(OxOO); 
while(!) 
{ 
I /setting port A as input port 
I /setting port B as output port 
if(input(pin_AO) == 0 && input(pin_Al)==O) 
{ 
output_ high(pin _ BO); 
output_low(pin _ B 1 ); 
output_low(pin _B2); 
output_low(pin _ B3); 
} 
I /tum on LED 1 
else if(input(pin_AO)==O && input(pin_Al)==l) 
{ 
output_low(pin _ BO); 
output_ high(pin _ B 1 ); 
output_low(pin _ B2); 
output_low(pin _B3); 
I /tum on LED2 
} 
else if(input(pin_AO)==l && input(pin_Al)==O) 
{ 
output_low(pin _ BO); 
output_low(pin _ B 1 ); 
output_ high(pin _ B2); 
output_low(pin _ B3); 
} 
//turn on LED3 
else if(input(pin _ AO)== 1 && input(pin _A 1 )== 1) 
{ 
output_low(pin _ BO); 
output_low(pin _ B 1 ); 
output_low(pin _ B2); 




output_low(pin _ BO); 
output_1ow(pin _ B1 ); 
output_1ow(pin _ B2); 




//turn on LED4 
//turn off all LED 
APPENDIX F: DUMMY CODES FOR RECEIVER CIRCUIT 
#include <16F877A.h> 
#fuses XT,NOWDT,NOPUT,NOPROTECT 
#use DELA Y(CLOCK =4000000) 
voidmainO 
{ 
set_ tris _ a(Oxff); 
set_ tris _ b(OxOO); 
while( I) 
{ 
I !set port A as input port 
I !set port B as output port 
if(input(pin_AO)==l && input(pin_Al)==O && input(pin_A2)=0 && 
input(pin _ A3)==0) 
{ 
output_high(pin_BO); 
output_low(pin _ B 1 ); 
output_low(pin _ B2); 
} 
I /tum on LED I 
else if(input(pin_AO)=O && input(pin_Al)==l && input(pin_A2)=0 && 
input(pin_A3)=0) 
{ 
output_low(pin _ BO); 
output_ high(pin_ B I); 
output_low(pin _B2); 
} 
I /tum on LED2 
else if(input(pin_AO)==O && input(pin_Al)==O && input(pin_A2)=1 && 
input(pin _ A3)=0) 
{ 
output_ high(pin _ BO); 
output_ high(pin _ B 1 ); 
output_low(pin _ B2); 
} 
//turn on LEDl and LED2 
else if(input(pin_AO)=O && input(pin_A1)==0 && input(pin_A2)=0 && 
input(pin_A3)=1) 
{ 
output_low(pin _ BO); 
output_low(pin _ B 1 ); 




output_ high(pin _ BO); 
output_ high(pin _ B 1 ); 




I /tum on LED3 
I /tum on all LED 
APPENDIX G: REAL CODES FOR TRANSMITTER CIRCIDT 
#include <16F877 A.h> 
#fuses XT,NOWDT,NOPUT,NOPROTECT 
#use DELA Y(CLOCK =4000000) 
void main() 
{ 
set_ tris _ d( Oxff); 
set_ tris _ b(OxOO); 
while( I) 
{ 
I I set port D as input port 
I /set port 8 as output port 
if(input(pin _DO) == 1 && input(pin _ Dl) = 0 && input(pin _ D2) = 0 && 
input(pin_D3) = 0 && input(pin_D4) = 0 && input(pin_DS) = 0 && 
input(pin_D6) == 0 && input(pin_D7) = 0) 
{ I /Switch! is pressed 
output_low(pin _87); 
output_low(pin _ 86); 
output_low(pin _ BS); 
output_ high(pin _84 ); 
} 
//activate pin B4 
else if(input(pin_DO) == 0 && input(pin_Dl) == 1 && input(pin_D2) == 0 && 
input(pin_D3) = 0 && input(pin_D4) = 0 && input(pin_DS) = 0 && 
input(pin_D6) = 0 && input(pin_D7) = 0) 
{ I /Switch2 is pressed 
output_low(pin _ B7); I /activate pin BS 
output_low(pin _B6); 
output_ high(pin _B5); 
output_low(pin _ B4); 
} 
else if(input(pin_DO) = 0 && input(pin_Dl) == 0 && input(pin_D2) = 1 && 
input(pin_D3) = 0 && input(pin_D4) == 0 && input(pin_D5) == 0 && 
input(pin_D6) == 0 && input(pin_D7) == 0) 
{ I /Switch3 is pressed 
output_low(pin _ B7); 
output_low(pin _ B6); 
output_ high(pin _ B5); 
output_ high(pin _ B4); 
} 
//activate pin B4 and pin B5 
else if(input(pin_DO) = 0 && input(pin_Dl) == 0 && input(pin_D2) = 0 && 
input(pin_D3) = 1 && input(pin_D4) = 0 && input(pin_D5) == 0 && 
input(pin_D6) = 0 && input(pin_D7) = 0) 
{ //Switch4 is pressed 
output low(pin B7); 
- -
//activate pin B6 
output_high(pin _ B6); 
output__low(pin_BS); 
output_low(pin _ B4); 
} 
else if(input(pin _DO) = 0 && input(pin _ Dl) == 0 && input(pin _ D2) = 0 && 
input(pin_D3) = 0 && input(pin_D4) = 1 && input(pin_D5) == 0 && 
input(pin _D6) = 0 && input(pin _ D7) = 0) 
{ I /Switch5 is pressed 
output_low(pin _B7); //activate pin B4 and pin B6 
output_ high(pin _ B6); 
output_low(pin _ B5); 
output_ high(pin _ B4); 
} 
else if(input(pin_DO) = 0 && input(pin_D1) == 0 && input(pin_D2) == 0 && 
input(pin_D3) == 0 && input(pin_D4) == 0 && input(pin_D5) == 1 && 
input(pin_D6) == 0 && input(pin_D7) = 0) 
{ //Switch6 is pressed 
output_low(pin _ B7); 
output_ high(pin _ B6); 
output_ high(pin _ B5); 
output_low(pin _ B4); 
} 
//activate pin B5 and pin B6 
else if(input(pin_DO) = 0 && input(pin_Dl) == 0 && input(pin_D2) == 0 && 
input(pin_D3) = 0 && input(pin_D4) = 0 && input(pin_D5) == 0 && 
input(pin_D6) == 1 && input(pin_D7) = 0) 
{ //Switch7 is pressed 
output_low(pin _ B7); 
output_ high(pin _B6); 
output_ high(pin _ B5); 
output_ high(pin _ B4); 
} 
//activate pin B4, pin B5, and pin B6 
else if(input(pin_DO) == 0 && input(pin_Dl)=O && input(pin_D2) = 0 && 
input(pin_D3) = 0 && input(pin_D4) == 0 && input(pin_D5) == 0 && 
input(pin_D6) == 0 && input(pin_D7) == 1) 
{ //switch& is pressed 
output_ high(pin _ B7); //activate pin B7 
outputJow(pin _ B6); 




{ //No switch is pressed 
outputJow(pin_B7); //Do nothing 
outputJow(pin _ B6); 





APPENDIX H: REAL CODES FOR RECEIVER CIRCUIT 
#include <16f877a.h> 
#fuses XT,NOWDT,NOPUT,NOPROTECT 




set_ tris _ d(OxOO); 
while(!) 
{ 
if(input(pin _ B7)==0 && input(pin _ B6)=0 && input(pin _B5)==0 && 
input(pin_B4)=1) 
{ I /Switch! is pressed 
output_low(pin _DO); 
output_low(pin _ D1 ); 
output_low(pin _ D2); 
output_low(pin_D3); 
output_low(pin _D4 ); 
output_ high(pin _ D5); 
output_low(pin _D6); 
output_low(pin _ D7); 
} 
//Motor C rotate clockwise 
//Open Leg! 
else if(input(pin_B7)=0 && input(pin_B6)==0 && input(pin_B5)=1 && 
input(pin _B4)==0) 
{ //Switch2 is pressed 
output_low(pin _DO); 
output_ high(pin _Dl ); 
output_low(pin _ D2); 




output_low(pin _ D7); 
} 
//Motor A and Motor B rotate clockwise 
//Move Forward 
else if(input(pin_B7)==0 && input(pin_B6)==0 && input(pin_B5)=1 && 
input(pin _ B4 )= 1) 





output_low(pin _ D4 ); 
output_low(pin _ D5); 
output_low(pin _D6); 
output_ high(pin _ D7); 
} 
//Motor D rotate clockwise 
I/OpenLeg2 
else if(input(pin_B7)=0 && input(pin_B6)==1 && input(pin_B5)=0 && 
input(pin _ B4)=0) 
{ I/Switch4 is pressed 
output_low(pin _DO); 
output_low(pin_Dl); 
//Motor B rotate clockwise 
!!Tum Clockwise 
output_low(pin _ D2); 
output_ high(pin _D3); 
output_low(pin _ D4); 
output_low(pin _ D5); 
output_low(pin _ D6); 
output_low(pin _ D7); 
} 
else if(input(pin_B7)=0 && input(pin_B6)==1 && input(pin_B5)=0 && 
input(pin _ B4 )=I) 
{ //Switch5 is pressed 
output_ high(pin _DO); 
output_low(pin _ D I); 
output_low(pin _D2); 
output_low(pin _ D3); 
output_low(pin _ D4); 
output_low(pin _ D5); 
output_low(pin _ D6); 
output_low(pin _ D7); 
} 
//Motor A rotate counterclockwise 
//Turn counterclockwise 
else if(input(pin_B7)=0 && input(pin_B6)=1 && input(pin_B5)=1 && 
input(pin _ B4)=0) 
{ I /Switch6 is pressed 
output_low(pin _DO); 
output_low(pin _ Dl ); 
output_low(pin _ D2); 
output_low(pin _ D3); 
output_high(pin_D4); 
//Motor C rotate counterclockwise 
//Close Leg! 
output_low(pin _ DS); 
output_low(pin _ D6); 
output_low(pin _ D7); 
} 
else if(input(pin_B7)==0 && input(pin_B6)==1 && input(pin_BS)==l && 
input(pin _ B4)== 1) 
{ //Switch? is pressed 
output_ high(pin _DO); 
output_low(pin _ D 1 ); 
output_ high(pin _ D2); 
output_low(pin_D3); 
output_low(pin _ D4 ); 
output_low(pin _ DS); 
output_low(pin _ D6); 
output_low(pin _D7); 
} 
//Motor A and Motor B rotate counterclockwise 
I /Move Backward 
else if(input(pin_B7)=1 && input(pin_B6)==0 && input(pin_BS)=O && 
input(pin _B4)==0) 
{ I /Switch8 is pressed 
output_low(pin _DO); 
output_low(pin _ D1 ); 
output_low(pin _ D2); 
output_low(pin _ D3); 
output_low(pin _ D4); 
output_low(pin _ DS); 
output_ high(pin _ D6); 
output_low(pin _ D7); 




{ I !No switch is pressed 
output_low(pin _DO); 
output_low(pin _ D 1 ); 
output_low(pin _ D2); 
output_low(pin _ D3); 
output_low(pin _ D4); 
output_low(pin _ D5); 
output_low(pin _D6); 




I /Do nothing 
